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Abstract
This paper discusses the numerical modeling of capillary breakup extensional rheometer
procedures (CaBER) using Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) methods. Different
models, fluid viscosities and aspect-ratios are studied, employing a hybrid finite
element/finite volume spatial approach. Finite element discretisation is employed for the
momentum and continuity equation, whilst a pure-upwinding cell-vertex finite volume
representation is utilised for the hyperbolic stress equation. The results are validated
against equivalent experimental results from the literature. By employing various
constitutive models, we study viscoelastic response for some strain-hardening fluids in
CaBER-type step-strain flows. In this instance, bead-like structures appear for filaments
with high initial aspect-ratios. On the contrary, no bulges/beads are apparent for low
polymeric viscosity Boger-type fluids (Oldroyd-B). This study elucidates the influence of
surface tension and elastic forces upon these particular filament stretching flows.
Keywords: CaBER, filament stretching, ALE, step-strain, surface tension.
Introduction
The importance of elongational flow of polymeric fluids arises within several industrial
processes that involve predominantly extensional modes of deformation. Examples would
include fibre spinning, film blowing, and extrusion of polymeric materials. Extensional
flows are also encountered in applications such as coatings, enhanced oil recovery,
lubrication, turbulent drag reduction and atomization. Filament-stretching is a common
example of such an extensional flow which has wide applications in the study of polymer
solutions and melts. In addition, it is a popular current technique employed to quantify
material fluid properties, via quantitative measurements of the thinning and failure within
fluid filaments. In filament-stretching rheometers, a cylindrical liquid bridge is formed
between two circular end-plates which are retracted in a prescribed manner, such that the
fluid sample is subjected to strong extensional deformation, generating a uniaxial
extensional flow at the filament-centre. A comprehensive review of the flow dynamics
within filament-stretching rheometers is provided by McKinley and Sridhar [1]. In a
conventional filament-stretching rheometer (type 1 - FISER), common practice is to
impose an exponentially increasing velocity upon the fluid formed between the rigid
plates. Typically, the following development of mid-filament diameter is monitored
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during the process of necking and failure. Under a second mode of operation, the filament
stretching rheometer may be employed for capillary-breakup trials (type 2 - CaBER).
CaBER trials impose a rapid axial step-strain of prescribed magnitude, and then allow the
‘necked fluid’ sample to relax and breakup under the action of capillary forces. During
the process of necking and breakup, the subsequent evolution of mid-filament diameter is
normally monitored. Although the flows in these two types of rheometers differ, both
devices generate a uniaxial extensional deformation. However, in the capillary-breakup
device, the fluid dynamical response can be quite complex, as the fluid is allowed to relax
on its own time-scale (see [2]). The associated progressive thinning and breakup of a
fluid filament into numerous small beads/droplets occurs in many commercial operations,
such as printing, paint applications, roll-coating of adhesives, and under food processing.
In many instances, the fluid undergoing break-up is non-Newtonian, and the transient
extensional viscosity of the fluid plays an important role in controlling the dynamics and
eventual break-up. The process of necking is driven by capillary and elastic forces. This
dynamical process can be extremely rapid, and depends on the composition of the fluid,
with viscous, elastic and inertial forces resisting the capillary forces to form droplets.
Even though the conventional filament stretching rheometer has been widely used in the
study of viscous polymer solutions and melts, it poses difficulties with low viscosity
solutions due to the resolution of the force transducer. In addition, such filamentstretching experiments are practically difficult to conduct due to limitations arising from
mechanical constraints and elastic instabilities. In contrast, CaBER-trials can be used to
measure the extensional properties of low viscosity fluids, and provide a low cost
approach. A CaBER method provides information about the relaxation time spectrum, the
extent of non-Newtonian characteristics, and the time to break-up of the fluid. Within the
CaBER experiment, the fluid dynamics of the necking process evolves with time, and it is
vital to understand this process in order to obtain qualitative material properties of the
candidate fluid.
In the field of capillary break-up rheometry, significant progress has been made in recent
years since the work of Entov and Hinch[3] and Basilevski et al. [4,5,6]. Several devices
have been developed specifically to study visco-elast-capillary thinning [6,7,8,9].
McKinley and Tripathi [7], and Anna and McKinley [11] have employed a capillary
break-up procedure to measure the viscosity of viscous and elastic fluids. In more recent
work, Willenbacher [15] has studied the extensional rheology of inks and paint
dispersions using capillary break-up rheometry. Rodd et al. [2] have studied the dynamics
of capillary thinning and break-up for low viscosity elastic fluids such as dilute polymer
solutions. These authors have demonstrated that the successful operation of a capillary
thinning device is governed by three important time-scales and two important lengthscales. Bousefield et al. [18] have studied the transient evolution of viscoelastic jets and
beads-on-a-string phenomena, employing a finite element method to incorporate
nonlinear effects. There are several studies available in the literature that deal with the
dynamics of necking threads and evolution to break-up. Almost all constitute similarity
solutions, employing one-dimensional radially-averaged forms, to provide velocity fields
valid for slender filaments. Many of these are discussed in the detailed review of Eggers
[10]. Stability analyses have been conducted to study the rheological response of a fluid,
and the ability to form stable jets and filaments. Upon the early work of Chang and
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Lodge [19], Ide and White [20] studied spinnability of viscoelastic fluids in uniaxial
elongation incorporating surface tension and nonlinear extensional rheology. Similarity
solutions have also been found for viscoelastic fluids, mainly through the studies of
Renardy [12,13].
In our earlier work, we have developed a consistent hybrid finite element/volume
formulation to predict the dynamics of uniaxial filament-stretching flows [16]. There,
extensional deformation of a viscoelastic filament between two coaxial discs has been
considered, retracted at an exponential rate. This study was based on an axisymmetric
model incorporating viscoelastic behaviour, surface tension, fluid inertia and a
deformable free-surface. To this end, an Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) procedure
has been effectively employed to track the flow evolution and the developing free-surface
of a deforming filament. Large extensional deformation has been studied, up to Henckystrains of order five units, impressive levels on current achievements. Newtonian and
Oldroyd-B model predictions have provided excellent agreement against the literature for
constant shear-viscosity fluids. A recent important advance is that we have been able to
analyse transient viscoelastic response of strain-hardening fluids that also display shearthinning (via linear Phan-Thien/Tanner (LPTT) and Giesekus modeling) [16]. There, a
parametric study varying inertial and surface tension effects, has been undertaken to
isolate the occurrence of flow asymmetries, leading to the onset of bead-like structures
(beads-on–a-string). The hybrid FV scheme has proven more than capable in handling
such severe computational challenges, capturing sharp differences in filament curvature
and flow structure throughout the various phases of flow evolution. In the present study,
the focus lies mainly on applying this methodology to the study of capillary break-up
filament rheometry, employing different fluids, aspect-ratios, extent of body force and
surface tension.
2. Problem description & discretisation
We consider capillary and extensional deformation towards break-up of a
viscoelastic filament between two co-axial discs. First, the plates are retracted under
exponential rate control. Upon achieving the required aspect-ratio, the liquid bridge is
allowed to relax under the action of surface tension and body forces. Two different fluid
settings in viscosity are studied. One fluid employed has a relatively low polymeric/high
solvent viscosity ratio (β=µ2/µ0=0.87), a typical so-called Boger fluid described by the
Oldroyd-B model. The second fluid is a high-polymeric/low-solvent viscosity fluid
(β=µ2/µ0=0.262), which is represented through three alternative constitutive models,
namely, Oldroyd-B, Giesekus and LPTT. The fluid characteristics and filament
dimensions are provided in Table 1, so that, the time-scales involved for the above two
•

fluids are 0.22 and 1.0 seconds, respectively (1/ ε ).
The governing equations for this incompressible, viscoelastic flow under isothermal
conditions may be expressed as
∇.u = 0 ,

(1)
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Re

∂u
= − Re uc .∇u − ∇p + ∇.(2 µ2d + τ ) + Fg ,
∂t

We

∂τ
We
= −Weuc .∇τ − fτ + 2µ1d + We( L.τ + τ .L† ) + Weξ (d .τ + τ .d ) − α
τ .τ .
∂t
µ1

(2)

(3)
With further parameter and function definitions, over the models in question,
Oldroyd-B: f=1, ξ=0, α=0;
LPTT: f={1+(εpttWe/µ1)*tr(τ)}; 0≤ξ≤2; α=0;
Giesekus: f=1, ξ=0, 0≤α≤1.
Here, u, p and τ represent the fluid velocity, the hydrodynamic pressure and the
polymeric extra-stress, respectively. The convective velocity is defined as uc = u − um ,
where u is the fluid velocity, and um is the mesh velocity. The choice of mesh velocity
defines the Arbitrary Lagrangian/ Eulerian formulation. The total viscosity µ0 is split into
Newtonian solvent (µ2) and polymeric (µ1) contributions, so that µ0=µ1+µ2;
d = ( L + L† ) / 2 corresponds to the rate-of-deformation tensor and L† = ∇u, the velocity
gradient. Fg represents the ratio of gravitational to viscous forces given by Fg = (0, Fg)=
ρL2
(0,
g) , with axial coefficient Fg=Bo/Ca. This extracts the Bond number, Bo, and the
Uµ 0
surface tension Capillary number, Ca.
3. Discretisation procedures
Field equation solution
Throughout time evolution, filament deformation takes place both in the field and the
domain itself. First, we summarise the procedures to extract field solutions on a single
time-step, governed by the further algorithmic steps given below. A hybrid fe/fv, timesplitting semi-implicit formulation is employed in this work, involving an incremental
pressure-correction scheme, defined on a weighting factor 0≤ϑ1≤1. The scheme is a highorder semi-implicit pressure-correction algorithm that incorporates a two-step LaxWendroff time-stepping procedure, and a Taylor series expansion of second-order in
time. The field algorithm may be described in three fractional-stages. A pseudo velocity
field is computed in stage 1 through a predictor corrector scheme. At stage 2, pressuredifference on the time-step is computed employing a Poisson equation. Finally, the
corrected velocity field is recovered at stage 3 to complete the time-step loop. Under
additional ALE-considerations, the convective terms are discarded at stage 1a and 1b of
the constitutive equation, and a space-time correction for convection is incorporated at
stage 1c. The various stages referred to are provided fully in ref. [17].
Cell-vertex fv-schemes applied to stress are based upon an upwinding fluctuation
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distribution technique, that distributes triangular control volume residuals to construct
nodal solution updates. The objective is to evaluate the flux and source variations of the
stress equation over each fv-triangle (a sub-triangle within the parent fe-triangle), with
distribution to its three vertices according to the preferred strategy. Here, we employ a
Lax-Wendroff (Lax) scheme, that is second-order accurate in space and time. This variant
is of linear form, satisfying linearity-preservation. In addition, it contains a dissipation
term, designed to control oscillations in the neighbourhood of discontinuities, thus
conferring second-order accuracy in time. More complete detail on these fv-strategies and
their application may be found elsewhere (see [17]).
Mesh refinement
We have conducted a mesh refinement study to verify mesh independence in the
solutions generated, employing meshes, M1, M2 and M3, as described in Table 2.
Simulations are conducted for an LPTT fluid (β=0.262) with a default initial filament
aspect-ratio of Λ0=0.54. Here, a discrepancy of one percent is tolerated between solutions
in any variable across two consecutive refined meshes. Table 2 records the detailed mesh
characteristics, alongside stress maxima and mid-filament minimum radius, Rmid,
obtained at different times (t= t1, t2, and t3, respectively). Solutions captured confirm the
adequacy of mesh quality. Surface profiles at different times have also been compared
and excellent agreement is extracted. Hence, we opt for mesh-M1 below.
Free-surface tracking and ALE implementation
In the present study, the filament is subject to two different modes of stretching.
During the first phase, the filament undergoes continuous stretching upon retracting the
end-plates exponentially. In the second phase, the plates are instantaneously halted, and
the filament thins in the radial direction. We employ an ALE-approach on the domain
with a particle tracking approach to trace out the path of the free-surface. This particletracking scheme is applied to surface particles located at free-surface nodes, via an Euler
procedure. Such surface-particles (and associated nodes) are then shifted to updated
locations for the next time-step (tn+1), according to their local nodal velocities, viz,

X in+1 = X in + ∆tu( X in , t n ).

(4)

For a particle at index i on the free-surface, its positions are ( Xin , Xin +1 ) at time (tn, tn+1),
with u( Xin , t n ) the particle velocity at Xin and time tn. It is important to note that this
particle-tracking scheme allows for the freedom of surface movement in both radial and
axial directions.
Under the continuous stretching phase, the mesh moves with the fluid, being
extended axially and compressed radially inwards by appealing to an ALE interpretation,
for which um=u, and uc=0 on all boundaries. However, use of the fluid velocity (um=u)
on interior nodes causes premature mesh-folding close to the filament-feet (filament-plate
contact zone). This may be avoided by adjusting internal mesh redistribution according to
a re-projection of internal/free-surface nodes onto pure lubrication lines. First, the freesurface shift is determined employing the local fluid velocity. Second, pure lubrication
fluid velocity provides for movement of filament centreline nodes. Then, the intersections
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are located between these horizontal lubrication lines, emerging spanwise across the
filament through updated centreline nodes, and the updated free-surface segments. This
adjusts free-surface nodal attributes, updating forward time-step position and velocity.
Similarly, interior nodes are projected onto these pure lubrication lines, generated by the
centreline axial fluid velocity, uz. Radial shifts are taken on each time-step consistent with
the mid-plane radial fluid velocity, ur; hence of uniform distribution. The resultant mesh
velocity proves of minor perturbation from the true fluid velocity, yet mesh quality is
maintained over the time-step. An additional convective fractional-stage correction
accounts for this space-time discrepancy, though in practice may be discarded [17].
During the step-strain second phase, the plates are brought to rest instantaneously
and the thinning-down process begins (t0). This continues until a final time (tf), just prior
to filament break-up, where the minimum possible filament mid-plane radius is reached
that is numerically tractable (equivalent to meeting a maximum element aspect-ratio
criteria). The use of continuous-stretching ALE-procedures (full-ALE), as above,
orientated towards dominant axial movement, unfortunately is found to suck elements
away from the mid-plane, so that there is significant migration towards the end-plates.
This eventually leads to larger mesh aspect ratios in the mid-plane filament region and
degradation in the quality of final predicted filament surface shapes. This introduces the
need for the partial-ALE implementation, once the plates are held stationary. Centreline
nodes may now be anchored, so that the axial distance between node-pairs (δz) is held
fixed, along with their linked horizontal mesh lines (see above). The remaining reprojection procedures of the full-ALE schema carry over as before.
The phases involved within a single Hencky-strain step ( ∆t Hencky ) under continuous
stretching, may be described as follows:
Phase1:
Step 1.

Update Hencky-strain, t n+1 = t n + ∆t Hencky

Step 2.
Step 3.

Fix plate-boundary conditions at t n +1
Shift plate locations through single step ( ∆t Hencky )

Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.

Shift free-surface nodes to updated t n +1 position
Reproject position and solution at internal /free-surface mesh nodes.
Update kinematic fields (velocity and pressure) on new domain (tn+1),
solving fractional-stages with dynamic boundary conditions to a
prescribed tolerance.
Solve for velocity, pressure, and stress fields; employing field fractionalstaged equations, through prescribed inner/local steps, M=(∆tHencky/∆tinner)
time-steps
Verify Hencky-strain, if not termination time, goto Step 1

Step 7.

Step 8.

Phase 2:
Under phase two, we appeal to the following adjustments/amendments in the above
sequence of algorithmic steps:
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Step 1.
Step 2.

Step 8.

Update time, t n +1 = t n + ∆t
Fix Uplate=0
Skip Step 3
Perform Step 7 (M=1), Step 4 and Step 5, as of Phase 1.
Skip Step 6
Verify time, if not termination time (tf), goto Step 1

4. Results
High polymeric viscosity fluids, β=0.262, various models
Fig.1 illustrates a time-evolution scenario with a single LPTT fluid, employing
two different implementations of the numerical scheme, termed full-ALE and partialALE. The liquid bridge is first stretched to a Hencky-strain of two units (exponentialmode), and subsequently allowed to relax. In the full-ALE instance, we adopt an ALE
interpretation where the mesh velocity is taken directly as the fluid velocity. In this
instance, we observe that element aspect-ratios in the mid-filament region become
excessively stretched (mesh sparsity), as the fluid migrates towards the plates. As a result,
the near-plate regions become much denser in elements. The corresponding adjustments
in mesh aspect-ratio cause degradation in the computation of free-surface curvature. An
alternative approach adopted to address this position is to employ a partial-ALE method,
where the length of each element (in the axial-direction) is held constant once plate
movement has been halted. In this instance, mesh node movement is constrained to radial
alone (see above) and to compensate for this difference, a correction in convection is
applied after stage 3 of the fractional-stages (see ref [17]). The partial-ALE instance takes
longer time to reach the filament break-up phase, as element aspect-ratios are now not
changed so dramatically. In addition and encouragingly, the results from partial-ALE
trials conducted on a low polymeric viscosiy Boger fluid gave close agreement in
filament-shape with the experimental observations of others (Anna and McKinley [11]).
Accordingly, we opt for this amended ALE (partial-ALE) scheme under subsequent
simulations performed.
Fig. 2 depicts a comparison across models at a starting Hencky-strain of 2 units
(l/d ratio=2). It is apparent that the Oldroyd-B fluid filament takes a longer time to reach
the break-up phase, followed by LPTT, and then Giesekus filaments. The Oldroyd fluid,
being the most strain-hardening, has the largest diameter over the early stages of
stretching. It requires more force to neck-down. The Giesekus fluid filament develops to
a slightly thinner form at the filament mid-plane in contrast to that for the LPTT fluid,
and halts therefore somewhat earlier (tf=17). The structure in the filament feet for these
various models differs significantly, as illustrated in Fig.2: most bulbous for Oldroyd,
followed by LPTT, and then Giesekus fluids. For the LPTT filament, a double bulge
structure forms at the centre of the filament at t= 0.1 tf. This bulge subsequently shifts
towards the plates in time. In contrast, for the Giesekus filament a single bulge/bead
develops, which gradually disperses under longer stretch times.
A comparison across models at a higher aspect-ratio is illustrated in Fig. 3,
equivalent to a starting Hencky-strain level of 2.4 units. The Oldroyd-B filament fails
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rather rapidly as it nears its critical Hencky-strain level (shorter time to break-up). With
the LPTT fluid, a single-bead develops when the process is about half-way through
(0.52tf), which subsequently moves downwards towards the lower end-plate. Finally, the
bead disappears and the filament thins in the central region before break-up occurs,
leaving two bulges at both end-plates. On the contrary, the Giesekus filament does not
develop any such bulge. It has a long thin cylindrical shape at the central region, with two
small bulges present at the end-plates.
Progressive thinning of the LPTT filament at a larger (l/d ratio of 10) is depicted
in Fig.4. Here, the terminating Hencky-strain at the end of phase one is 3.6 units, which is
close to the critical sustainable for this LPTT-fluid under the continuous stretching mode.
In this case, a bead is present in the lower portion of the filament, at the onset of the stepstrain process. As time progresses, this bead initially shifts upwards, and then, gradually
declines and disappears. As the Hencky-strain level is close to critical state (continuous
stretching), the filament breaks-up rather quickly.
Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of Rmid and τzz-maxima as a function of time. The
state of thinning of the liquid bridge with time is apparent from this representation in
correspondence with the relaxation of stress. Some oscillations are noticeable in both Rmid
and τzz at earlier times. This may be attributed to the formation of bulges and its shift in
position at early times (t<0.3 tf, see also Fig.2). At longer times, the mid-plane filament
diameter and stress maxima decrease progressively, until eventual break-up would occur.
Approaching break-up, the stress rises rapidly as displayed in Fig.5b. During the thinning
of fluid filaments, elastic extensional stress resists the necking caused by the surfacetension/capillary forces. As a result, the extensional stress in the filament grows in the
local mid-filament region as one proceeds towards break-up (see [11]). The Oldroyd-B
fluid generates the thickest filament, and hence takes the longest time to reach its breakup state.
Low polymeric viscosity fluids, β=0.87, Oldroyd-B, various l/d
In this instance, we employ an Oldroyd-B fluid to match the SM1-Boger fluid as
cited in Ref [11], and for direct comparison purposes. Accordingly, this fluid has a low
polymeric/high solvent viscosity ratio (β=0.87). The evolving filament sample patterns
are illustrated in Fig. 6a. These trials are conducted for a filament with l/d ratio of 1.36.
There are no beads or other physical asymmetries present in this instance. Filament feet
structure changes dramatically as time progresses, becoming increasingly thicker and
more bulbous. Similar trends are observed in the experiments reported in Ref [11]. Fig.
6b illustrates the position for the same fluid but the larger aspect ratio (l/d ratio=2.72).
Here, similar characteristics are observed in this instance as described above, with long,
slender, uniform cylindrical shape in the middle and thick spherical feet. The final
thinning times, for contiguous filaments are tf = (22, 10) units for problems with aspectratios l/d = (1.36, 2.72). The minimum radius (Rmid) and stress maxima (τzz-max) are
illustrated in Fig. 7a and 7b, respectively. From the experimental results, it has been
observed that in the case of capillary thinning using dilute polymer solutions, the midfilament radius decreases in an approximate exponential form. The variation of Rmid
(scaled by Ri, the initial radius at the onset of capillary thinning) demonstrated in Fig. 7a
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provides excellent agreement with equivalent experimental results (see [11]). The larger
l/d ratio of 2.72 attracts the steeper rate-of-decrease in Rmid, over its lesser ratio, 1.36. As
illustrated in Fig. 7b, the extensional stress increases rapidly as the filament radius
decays. The higher aspect-ratio problem yields greater stress than its counterpart.

5. Conclusions
In this study, we simulate the capillary thinning (CaBER) step-strain filament
stretching process employing an earlier established numerical procedure, an ALE hybrid
fe/fv method. Various constitutive models (Oldroyd-B, Giesekus and LPTT) and fluid
aspect-ratios have been studied. The hybrid finite elemet/finite volume scheme has been
able to capture sharp differences in filament curvature (beads/bulges, for example) and
flow structure throughout its evolution. Bulges/beads are developed with high polymeric
viscosity strain-hardening models, and with high aspect-ratio filaments. Prediction of the
evolution of mid-filament radius Rmid, and filament shape, conducted on a low polymeric
Boger-type fluid (Oldroyd-B), has provided qualitative agreement with equivalent
experiments from the literature. No beads or asymmetries are developed in such an
instance.
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Re (Reynolds number)
L0 (initial radius) (m)
χ (surface-tension coefficient)
(Nm-1)
ρ (density) (Kg.m-3)
µ0 (zero shear viscosity) (Pa.s)
µ2 (solvent viscosity) (Pa.s)

High polym. visc

Low polym. visc

4.7*10-4
1.89*10-3
30.0*10-3

3.8*10-4
1.5*10-3
37.8*10-3

1030
34.949
9.08

1026
39.2
34.0

4.48
9.86
1.2

1.0
1.56
0.6

•

ε (extension rate) (s-1)
Ca (Capillary number)
Bo (Bond number)

Table 1: Fluid properties, filament dimensions and non-dimensional numbers

Meshes

τzz-max

Elements Nodes
t1

Mesh-M1
(100x20)
Mesh-M2
(150x20)
Mesh-M3
(200x20)

4000

8241

15.044

6000

12341 15.043

8000

16441 15.045

t2

12.036
12.017
12.016

Rmid
t3

t1

t2

t3

1.293

0.496 0.232 0.039

1.245

0.495 0.234 0.036

1.286

0.492 0.232 0.036

Table 2: Mesh refinement: τzz-max, and Rmid at different times.
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Table
Table 1: Fluid properties, filament dimensions and non-dimensional numbers
Table 2 Mesh refinement: τzz-max, and Rmid at different times.
Figures
Fig.1: Filament shapes, LPTT; a) full ALE versus b) partial ALE;
l/d ratio=2, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
Fig.2: Filament shapes; a) Oldroyd-B, b) LPTT, c) Giesekus; l/d ratio=2, Ca-1=0.1,
1 time unit=0.22 sec.
Fig.3: Filament shapes; a) Oldroyd-B, b) LPTT, c) Giesekus;
l/d ratio=3.0, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
Fig.4: Filament shapes, LPTT, l/d ratio=10.0, Ca-1=0.1,
1 time unit=0.22 sec.
Fig.5: a) Rmid vs time; b) τzz-max vs time, Oldroyd-B, LPTT, Giesekus,
l/d ratio=2.0, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
Fig.6: Filament shapes, Oldroyd-B, 1 time unit=1.0sec.
a) l/d ratio=1.36; b), l/d ratio=2.72
Fig.7: a) Rmid vs time; b) τzz-max vs time, Oldroyd-B,
1 time unit=1.0 sec.
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Fig.1 : Filament shapes, LPTT; a) full ALE versus b) partial ALE;
l/d ratio=2, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
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Fig.2: Filament shapes; a) Oldroyd-B, b) LPTT, c) Giesekus; l/d ratio=2, Ca-1=0.1,
1 time unit=0.22 sec.
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Fig.3: Filament shapes; a) Oldroyd-B, b) LPTT, c) Giesekus;
l/d ratio=3.0, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
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Fig.4: Filament shapes, LPTT, l/d ratio=10.0, Ca-1=0.1,
1 time unit=0.22 sec.
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Fig.5: a) Rmid vs time; b) τzz-max vs time, Oldroyd-B, LPTT, Giesekus,
l/d ratio=2.0, Ca-1=0.1, 1 time unit=0.22 sec.
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Fig.6: Filament shapes, Oldroyd-B, 1 time unit=1.0sec.
a) l/d ratio=1.36; b) , l/d ratio=2.72
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Fig.7: a) Rmid vs time; b) τzz-max vs time, Oldroyd-B,
1 time unit=1.0 sec.
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